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The feelings of restfulness that are normally culled during slumber were, for her, 

secondary only to a mature sense of satisfaction, gleaned from dreams that trampled through the 

unoccupied landscapes in her mind. Every experience not enjoyed in waking life was felt in this 

fully submerged world of neurons that snapped and crackled at random, turtles biting their way 

out of their own shells. Her brain cells acted as vessels, nailing clairvoyance to the inside of her 

skull, and facilitated dreams of a quality unmatched by material substance. Glittering caves 

crawled with lice, their primordial walls containing holographic water so transparent and dense 

that it looked like solid plasma. It was only while asleep that she could begin to see how the lines 

of reality crossed and disappeared into one another, with no regard to the fabricated machinations 

of human invention. Imagination had never followed the laws of physics. 

She was at her most alert during the night, with energy accumulated during the day 

building to a surplus of creativity and activity that she mined in sleep. She was accustomed now 

to darkness, causing the half-formed cadaver that functioned in her place to agitate in sunlight. 

When dawn broke like a fever on the hot, pink, sweaty horizon of day, perspiration secreted out 

of her in pill-sized capsules. Lying on the bed in cool sheets, she felt a warm hand on her 

forehead caress the beads from her skin, gently pin-pricking her until she stirred completely. 

Drenched, the hair underneath the top layers became moist while the rest lay dry as the brush of 

new leaves, covering the saggy pulp underneath. She viewed existence from a window, watching 

trees change, their leaves catching in the pane. She craved the repetitious narcotic of sleep. When 

forced to leave with an abrupt shove, the syrupy last seconds before reason tugged her from the 

dream-world were the most tempestuous. She emerged in salt water. 



As a consequence of this unexpected affinity, she evolved a particular brand of sensitivity 

in her ears. This attuned sense was so insidious and slow-acting that it could only have 

manifested in utero; this biological tendency was placated by plugs that she shoved into her ear 

canals at night to block out anything that would prevent her from stepping down the steep, askew 

ladder that shuddered with urgency the closer she got to the bottom. When the plugs worked 

properly, she felt as if she were back in her mother’s womb, when she couldn’t hear at all, save 

for the tribal drumbeats of her own rapidly-forming heart, and the clamoring of the outside world 

rushing to set in. She was unable to tell if she was actually breathing, or if her lungs had become 

detached and existed in a container all their own, as Egyptians would remove an organ, if only to 

give it powers that it might not otherwise possess.  

It was with this heightened sense that she first began to notice the escalation of a 

beleaguering nuisance. As all things inevitably begin, so did this – innocuously and with only the 

most delicate tunings at the onset. In the evenings, the children (perhaps two or three; she was 

never able to discern exactly how many there were, or ages, or genders) that resided with their 

parents in the apartment above her own would run back and forth, playing a game seemingly 

without victory or defeat. Just the endless clamoring of heels and toes on birch beams, making 

little bumps and snorts that sounded like bruises. It was in this way that she discovered the 

soothing, numbing quality of complete silence. The children and their impossible delight at 

disturbing others would vanish. A television, a knock at the door, a slight cough – she was 

immune to all of it. The gluttony of the experience was enough to bring a private smile to a face 

unmarked by casualty but spilling over with frown lines, and already at such an undistinguished 

age. 



She allowed herself to fall into a welcome routine, one that she managed to maintain 

while standing far away from the future and its consequences. When the moon and sun coexisted 

briefly in the sky, marking a union of two super powers, she would lie back, assisted by a 

concoction of tea laves and over-the-counter sleep aids, and heave towards a space unhindered 

by government or media, the frontier in which corporations had yet to seize. It was an arena so 

raw and unchecked as to be illegal, and so consuming as to believe the very frights that it sold. It 

was an unpaved road rife with unsteady leanings, and which underneath the surface existed 

endless tunnels for exploring, and finding. And losing. 

Her heart began to beat so fast that her entire body jerked at its command. Her mind 

hovered on a silky precipice – she, attached to a spider’s long thread, would stare down at the 

Grand Canyon until suddenly her mind brought her back to the bed, and here the process would 

begin anew, and she would sink further still, body enfolded in the mattress, waves of exhaustion 

pulling her towards the bottom of the Arctic Ocean, below the drifts to the sea bed, below the 

mantle, downwards on, the spider’s tethers losing its hold on her, until it broke and she appeared 

unencumbered by law or morality or ethics at the bottom of some imagined palace conjured by 

the active blood spinning in her brain. Her limbs were made of cotton. She slept now, after so 

long a wait in twilight. 

The resulting dreams were digestions of variables with indeterminate origins. Past and 

present congealed, creating the heady cocktail through which she was poured down the drain, 

with only the stems of flowers to accompany her, to a place where all states of being converged 

and were allowed to exist simultaneously. Attaining such knowledge as this came at a rate faster 

than her own speed of comprehension. It was her downfall. She wanted to eat of every fruit, to 



swallow as many chunks as her gullet would permit, but her gag reflex, God’s way of curtailing 

such abuses, hindered her greatly.  

The Ishtar Gate melted, cobalt blue and shining in the desert, the bas-reliefs of its felines 

springing from the liquid heap and fleeing for a different nuclear holocaust. Organ synthesizers 

from a white church in Sweden swooned to the wailing of a thousand weeping willows. Mythical 

artifacts became commonplace. Flying Oriental carpets brought her to a drowning elevator to 

have sex with a man that could have been familiar, and likely wasn’t. A shaft inside of her, up to 

her waist, faster than humanly possible. She was privy to the most dazzling shades of turquoise 

and she drank it in with all the limitations of the spectator. She was a genuine voyeur, a tasteful 

French concoction that belied the repercussions of its actual definition. The grandest movie was 

the one only she had access to and which changed and repeated according to her desires. If she 

could control it, it was hers to own. She escaped to the gardens of Olympus to make merry and 

feel grapes break the seamless white of her garments. Seeds begat flowers that begat their own 

galaxies, tattooed on her arm for all to admire, the stars of the Little Dipper outlined on her skin. 

The loveliness of the macabre, in its uncensored form, would lay waste to her brain cells, 

clogging them with fancies that created a dissonance in her temperament when the waking world 

shook her to consciousness. 

When she opened her eyes of her own accord, a courtesy even a doll is not allowed, the 

sun had not yet begun to enter the frame. Unsightly neon stripes on the walls from the streetlights 

were a validation of the inappropriate nature of the hour. It was not time to come back. There 

was still more to be had. She felt robbed, beaten until her skin was liquid and slipping onto the 

ground. Calling forth the rages of all past injustices, blinded by force, she tossed away the sheets 



from her pulsing legs and opened her ears to what had caused her to tumble from oblivion into 

the frank, cool anonymity of mid-night. 

It was a sound.  

 A wooden sole, dragged across its brethren, the hardwood floor. Perhaps the leg of a 

chair, but its grunt was so familiar that it almost sounded mammalian. A wheeze from an 

unhealthy chest. Once, and then twice, she was able to realize that very sound had entered into 

her dream in the form of a gigantic iron pulley reaping the Earth of its jewels. It had made a 

similar groan of effort, every grind a begrudging salute to the ingenuity of man. Both were 

mechanical in origin, but only one had triggered a physical response. Before she had time to fully 

re-awaken and properly discern what these anomalous noises were, desert winds created from the 

remnants of REM overcame her and she fell once more for an eternity of temporary vice. If 

sleeping were the true state of awareness, then surely the lucky ones in a coma had reached 

nirvana.  

 As indisputably as the natural order of life continues without interference, so too did the 

true awakening arrive, without a crease in the ironed curtains of her window to announce its 

ascension. The drapes that filled every morning with grass-colored light were sheer and she had 

intended to replace them for months, but her resistance to them had ebbed over time.  The steady 

bright lit up what the night could deny: her dirty laundry in its bin that smelled of almonds; the 

empty bottles of gin; the felt butterfly clipped to the side of her desk, whose sequins had faded 

with transport and eventuality; the star chart on the ceiling that she would never be able to read. 

Her mausoleum was as musty as the smell of cedar without the crisp agility of the outside to 

stiffen the furniture into pliability. If the room was at all depressing, at least it was genuine. 



There were no falsehoods here, no mannerisms picked up and redressed to portray her in a 

modified way. This was her personality made concrete.  

 The quotidian minutiae of a job spent under fluorescents impacted her on a cellular level. 

Her eyes shuddered unsteadily. They were surprised globular insects, responding to the blinking 

of dying bulbs with pupils conditioned to flickering light. Each flake of skin ached for the silky, 

coarse fabric of her mattress; the epidermis existed only to remind her of those times when she 

could be asleep. She would have preferred to lie on the bed, arms spreading open as delicately as 

a ballerina’s, for eons, if possible. She allowed nothing to interfere with the sacred subconscious. 

The softest irritation drove her to tears. Want presented itself as liquor, allowing the levee of 

sleep to flood early with alcohol, the great facilitator of false euphoria. Time walked faster on, 

speeding towards wonder, the skin of her back separating from her spine, the velocity of the 

travel breaking down her body to bits of carbon and oxygen. And then she was gone. 

 As the clock neared the impregnable hours of dusk, what seemed to be the rapping of 

knuckles on the floor of the apartment above began, and did not abate, for hours. Sitting straight 

up in bed like a silhouetted specter from a ghost story, her complaining head whirred and 

marveled at how she was able to hear such subtleties through the sea foam expanses in her ears. 

A door slammed, echoed, and echoed and echoed for so long it seemed two hundred doors were 

intent on proving that they were as easy to manipulate into speech as people. A tree could have 

fallen and she would not have been surprised. The entities working now had conspired to make 

their presence known. Uneasiness crept over her shoulder and into her sleep. 

 She swam in a black pool, the Washington Monument shivering overhead, its marble 

patina made even more unapproachable by the cold temperature. A figure stood above the 



shallows, watching her wade, its face more handsome than any that could be manufactured by 

test tube or created by intercourse. Reality rarely compensated for fictions. She let herself float 

on the water, limbs outstretched, a mocking false prophet. Her body followed the movements of 

the moon, mimicking its discoid geography. Her arms curved above her head; the leg bones 

yielded to the natural bow shape they were meant to imitate. She was a sphere, made of the stars 

and of the comets, a product of damage and rehabilitation. The male figure, observing and 

benevolent, was as difficult to form and fathom as the Empyrean pyre that burned glassily 

overhead.  Transported, they were now aboard a sinking ocean liner, the dead floating in the 

water like hollowed-out logs, empty but for the rubber skin flopping against cartilage. This was a 

familiar scenario, a dream she experienced on multiple occasions, spurred on by intoxication. 

The gases from decomposing bodies and fog from compressing clouds on the horizon formed its 

own entity until she was unable to separate the atmosphere from the event happening in front of 

her. Drugged senseless and fed false hopes, the erotic pleasure of watching the deceased from the 

vantage point of life, she longed in her sleep to return to this place of sensuality and dread. Her 

mind was the great temptress, slinking and with shifty eyes, seducing but never relenting. She 

was under the influence. 

 A sweltering mid-day came on the heels of a rainstorm, causing the mauve paint on the 

walls to curdle and shrink down to to the white hems of molding. She had slept through the 

morning and her aching back inclined itself down the middle of the mattress, straightening and 

adjusting, searching for its natural curvature. But it was the weekend, so she continued to lounge, 

pulling back to her the fragments of the previous night, tugging the obstinate lifeboat of dream-

shards towards her, the rope uncoiling faster as she tried to retain its stories. Farther away now, 



the rope grew in proportion to her desperate attempts at recollection. Inevitably, another was 

sacrificed. The tenuous ties formed between dream and dreamer were strained and weak. Her 

only comfort was the dream’s lack of prediction. None augured a coming challenge. None 

prognosticated for her. They existed in her vanity.  

 She lived for the days when the most difficult decision she had to make was choosing a 

book to read. Her happiest minutes – and they were only minutes – were over-planned yet 

uneventful. Order was necessary for retaining equilibrium. The innocence of organized repetition 

was just her profound sense of control made manifest, for she had captured piety and easily 

became its pupil. She was not an innocent, but only appeared to be so, shadowing herself in the 

calculation of a calendar to uphold structure and a semblance of normalcy.  Alone, she sifted 

through personification and alliteration, creating elaborate desires based upon the characters she 

read of in novels, re-constructing them to her own needs, changing the essence of the book to her 

own will. She discarded and ingested facets based on half-baked leftovers from her travels at 

night. If she could have managed to forget her own fears and eliminated the apathy from her 

disposition, she would have been able to spin her own tales, but it was easier for her to deform 

the words of others to fit an undefined emptiness. A natural liar and an effective contortionist, her 

set of skills simplified the process and allowed it to continue unabated for years, until the rotten 

core inside of her could no be longer be filled with her own imagination. She craved direction 

but only received competing emotions at war with one another. She was between worlds, settling 

in the wasteland of ambivalence out of convenience.  

 If the salsa music had not started at that very moment, she may have enjoyed the brief 

respite of narrative that distracted her between sleep cycles. It was unacceptable that music could 



so simply transcend mortar, superseding the purpose of the construction of barriers. She had 

always defended the Spanish-speaking immigrants that had come to over-populate and define the 

neighborhood. The fluidity of entrances and exits were clear to her. Borders were invisible 

political schemes and her cautious acceptance at the influx of new tenants was laudable in the 

otherwise meritless carcass of her body. This genre, particular only to this demographic, was the 

propeller to the Nativist aggression so ingrained in her species.  

 It was then that a placid-mannered girl erupted into a rage that even she would not be 

able to explain away. An internal ire at every wetback spick who dared to play such music, any 

music, who dared to make a sham of her weekend, emerged. And she ran, ran to the living room, 

marking each step with a wet sucking noise as the bottom of her bare foot caught the oiled sheen 

of the floor’s wooden paneling. She ran as fast as could be expected in an apartment of that size, 

running and seeking and desiring, hearing the siren call of retribution and seamlessly acquiescing 

to it. An enormous, portable stereo sat atop a bookshelf, dust clots floating off it as she pulled it 

down from its precipice. It scraped and fought, but the plastic was malleable and she of sufficient 

strength to conquer it. It slammed against her thigh as she carried it back down the hall, fumbling 

with varicose veins, her body moving from side to side as swimmers are wont to do to, bumping 

against the wall. The music grew louder as she neared, exponentially so, as if the dial on the 

neighbor’s own stereo was attuned to her movements. Flouting years of etiquette training, she 

turned the volume higher, past her comfort level, reveling in the blessed irony of a heavy metal 

station searching for itself with painful amounts of static. She let the barrage of bass, guitar and 

drums lose all nuance in the strength of its own sound. No instrument could claim the song as its 

own; the resonance was sapped and what was left was only noise. She had no remorse. The 



whites of her eyes were as rounded and pronounced as a deviled egg; a selfish sneer and derisive 

laugh were the only vocal traits accompanying her actions. She turned the radio off. 

 The silence was accusatory and pointed directly at her. She fingered the insides of her 

ears, convinced the ear plugs were there and the explanation for the dearth of sound. A cavernous 

vacancy greeted her, the pinging of water dripping from cello-string stalactites sent alarms down 

her arms and legs. Humiliation found its grip on her and did not relent. She could feel the 

neighbors staring down at her, their heads massive and dangling off of their necks, bird-like, 

faces becoming cartoonish in their grotesque judgment. There were several inches of plaster 

between her and them, and still she could feel their chastising stares. Her embarrassment at this 

over-reaction made the silence more apparent. She knew they stood above; could feel their 

bodies radiating a genderless heat, pressing themselves onto their floors, listening for a breath or 

footstep from below, from her. The room was made of plexiglass, less delicate than a decanter 

but still pellucid. She knew she would not be able to leave the house that day – they would be 

waiting to see her face, reddened as a cardinal’s limp wing, shamed. Indignation struck her 

momentarily. The juvenile’s war cry of “They started it!” resounded briefly in her amygdala 

before rationality mediated the pile of slop and anger inside of her. She sat on the bed, throat 

coated with a layer of emotion that only an errant puppy could comprehend. The music did not 

come again that day and a damning hush continued for the next week until she begrudgingly 

prayed for the slightest din which would forgive her transgression and allow normalcy to return. 

She did not hear a single noise, and though she vainly fancied herself to be sharp enough to 

detect an inhale, it likely was the fallout from her own rash misconduct that led her to imagine 

such things. 



 The passage of time took its slow, belly-crawl evolution out of the water and onto land, 

but other preoccupations made the trouble with the neighbors seem as if it had occurred in a dark 

grid of the universe where nothing could be observed. She slept more or less consistently, with 

neither nightmare nor pleasant dream to able to stir her demeanor. It was thus that she dismissed 

small infractions as accidental and without malevolence. Portentous leanings eased as the full 

moon waned to a grim smile and restful sleep resumed. 

 Oftentimes these tiny nothings took the form of large crystal marbles falling onto 

linoleum, fleeing to the corners of the rooms upstairs the way hair stands up on end when 

electricity finds its way into the system: a sharp surge followed by a stiff scattering. Other 

instances subliminally recalled the pumping of blood from the heart to the rest of the anatomy, 

pushing life into every crevice, miraculously. She could not figure out the source; she could not 

figure out how they had managed to simulate and magnify such an unobtrusive sound. Less 

commonly, it was the banal irritation of that distinctive salsa music, turned up so profanely that 

she could hear every lyric to its fullest consonant. Her own stereo had since been relegated to a 

closet elsewhere in the apartment. The noises consisted mostly of pea-sized aggravations that left 

her pulling at the hems of her clothes, anticipating the next creak or drop or hum. The smallest 

annoyances formed water at the edges of her eyes, but she dared not let them make her cry. Ear 

plugs intact, the sounds were nevertheless invasive, and she would fill her lungs to capacity, a 

plane full of passengers, and scream to the smooth buttercream ceiling the anguish of hours of 

lost sleep, occupants spilling out of her mouth like ectoplasm, slimy and shining like the 

negatives in a film canister. Screaming out the guttural chants of anxiety made their mark in the 

quick efficiency of their syllables. Her voice was an alto, so she never reached the effect she 



desperately tried to achieve, but it pulled tension out from her abdomen and the exertion lulled 

her to sleep, and she fell quickly now into brief spasms of REM. When the briefest of silences 

met her moans, her belief in the effectiveness of her words was validated. Yelling, and its kissing 

cousin, shrieking, assuaged her own pains and if it created a vacuum of silence for a mere 

moment, she had succeeded. What she believed to be true came to be so.  

 A dress catching on crumbling carpet; the clicking of a pet’s nails; the pushing of a 

daybed from one end of a room to another: nothing escaped her pickled ears, burned and 

shriveled from acute sensitivity and rotting in a jar of vinegar. Her personality followed similarly, 

shriveling up from the acrimonious, bitter pain of not sleeping. There were times that she wished 

to be deaf, but the stigma had so tainted others that she felt compelled to push the dirty prayer 

away; she quelled it but fed it only occasionally when the rest of her prayers went unanswered. 

Her nightgown began to take on the sweet, repulsive scent of agony, a distinctive perfume that a 

hot shower would not eliminate. Each night it returned, the decomposing fabric remembering 

each drop of sweat, each discharge of moisture from all orifices. She refused to wash it, smelling 

herself in it, recognizing it, and became unable to resist it. It began to lose shape, hanging loosely 

around her waist where once it was taut, biting at her ankles as it fell from her body and dragged, 

creating a dirty train from an unwanted elopement. Laundry became insignificant and cleanliness 

an afterthought when she could no longer concentrate on a book, a word, a phrase. She could not 

bear the complications of plot; the functions that remained capable had to be used on speech and 

basic motor skills. The luxury of reading was banished and primitive concerns emerged. Life 

became fractured, the plates of continents undermining each other, one passing underneath or 



over the other, enabling the dust of behemoths to rise and cloud her awareness. The sounds of 

life became the sounds of dreams.   

 Her dream life stagnated. Introspection was repetitive, depicting only memories of 

childhood towns and sceneries rather than creating locations from undiluted imagination. What 

will happen and what has happened joined fruitlessly, yielding nothing worthwhile yet resulting 

in disturbing parades of things supposedly forgotten. She woke unsatisfied. Nothing was easy 

anymore. And still the neighbors regaled her with their own brand of sorcery, the sounds now 

pushing and arguing with each other for dominance, as if an experiment was the destination all 

along.  

 Attempting to sleep during the day yielded no results. An indecipherable rummaging that 

bore no relation to the physical space the neighbors occupied became a consistent, crawling 

abomination; a rodent in the attic. This new normal and its source never became apparent and 

was a maddening journey into the realm of conjecture. If only she could discern its origins, if 

only to find the cause, if only to find a single way to make it stop. Rationalizing and bargaining 

led her no closer, but still she continued to listen for a pin’s drop to explain away every past 

infraction. 

 Uppers and downers soon found their rightful place in her body’s ecosystem. She used 

caffeine to keep her mobile and awake during hours spent on the job and alcohol to allow her a 

coveted spot in dreams. Caffeine woke her up and alcohol slowed her down, each engaged in a 

silent combat, climbing over her innards and swarming her organs, mutating her very DNA to its 

own method. Bile and blood mixed and burned the fragile veins directly underneath her skin, the 

long blue threads fraying and branching off at will, creating a new entity inside of her. A drink 



was no longer a drink but a sedative. She no longer dreamt, in fact, had no dreams at all. Vague 

recollections of some westerly city, alone in the wind, filled her collective canvasses but she 

couldn’t be sure of what exactly happened in the drowsy hours spent in its maudlin embrace. She 

was sure of nothing now (if she had ever been at all), save for the efficacy of alcohol. They were 

co-dependent. She relied on its sleep-inducing properties and the liquor needed her to reach its 

own potential: the ability to inspire and to eventually digest through her body, enzymes breaking 

down the gelatinous fluid, affecting each atom of her being as if the liquor were its creator, 

molding the shape of her person and creating within her a tolerance to its effects. It was an 

influencer, not a designer.  

 She began to sit shiva next to her window, waiting for any sign of life to come from the 

neighbors. The apex of her illicit activity was an appearance that never surfaced. No one entered 

the home. No one exited the home. As if they could see her pale face become grey from the dirt 

on the glass, not a noise was made. On most days the flushing of a toilet could be heard, the hiss 

of water rushing quickly down the pipes in the walls. Otherwise, silence prevailed. At her most 

alert moments, only the sound of her blood, expanding, would betray her. She would hold her 

breath and feel the hemoglobin grow so quickly under pressure that she had to exhale just to 

subdue it. The concrete steps outside stood erect and empty, with not even the echo of a footstep 

to comfort their cold, lifeless geometry. They stood at command, long slabs of rectangle, one 

after the other, an army of efficiency so rigorous that she failed to think of an architecture that 

could come to challenge its authority. Absent any facts – or confirmation of residence from the 

house above hers – she retreated to impenetrable solitude, hunched over in garb from a nunnery, 

effete. Underneath drooping sleeves she was developing a rash - fleshy pink patches on her 



hands with tiny hives that she rubbed until their skins fell off and they were ripe cherries. Flecks 

of dirt married with epithelial cells to raise a new breed of tangy, crustaceous sores. 

 The situation may have continued on its immaterial, microcosmic course, save for the 

curious factor of her family. If the noises had stayed simple, life could have gone on in that state, 

permanently disaffecting yet bland. If the others – the brother, the mother, the father – had heard 

the sounds, she could have lived normally. Watching the events unfold, it became clear that the 

household was not privy to these rude awakenings, the constant thumpings and scrapings, in fact, 

had never heard the silver shrug of a toaster or the fuzzy muteness of a conversation coming 

from the neighbors above. She was mutinous, had embarked for a place the others could not 

follow, and was treated accordingly. She was avoided as a country with a plague outbreak. 

Grandiose apologies accompanied by judgmental smirks would never make up for lack of 

contact. She was alone in this, in all things. 

 Her room fell to a cyclone.  

 Flies gathered in the muddied glasses of half-finished cocktails; spider crickets 

rummaged through the black canvasses of clothes on her floor. The carpets accumulated small 

bits of plastic and visible debris; the bookshelves sagged with empty bottles of pills and 

discarded pieces of paper. Picture frames gleamed with an oily, jeweled sheen and posters 

drooped in the heavy air, becoming detached from the crystallized push pins lodged in their 

corners. Her distress, in the eyes of her wardens, devolved into paranoia. She was sliding 

backwards, sucked into a machine of her own making, wind tunnels built around her to block out 

the noise but which blocked out everything, so that a knock at the door, a call to her senses, a cry 

of alarm, could no longer be heard. Affixing her attention to the unattainable perfection of 



silence, she drifted and the others let her do so. Reality was reality only to the beholder, and she 

knew truth when it woke her up to see the dawns, when it kept her from sleeping through the 

nights. No matter her schedule, she was always interrupted; a custom-made clock had been 

forged in her honor by makers she had yet to face.  On the rare occasions that she found solace 

and was captured by the tempest of dreams, she dreamt like only a mortal could, without a sense 

of true bliss. Waking life became increasingly irrelevant.  

 Palaces of frozen gabbro stretched beyond oblivion; heralding her supremacy were 

endless staircases flagrantly shunning the laws of physics with their redwood logs reaching 

towards the heavens, their banisters splayed like broken bones in their impossible angles. She 

was a vixen, a danger. And there were hotels, endless hotels, never shabby, always opulent, and 

filled to the ceilings with steamy fauna and, underfoot, the plush, red velvet cake carpets of 

royalty. Having never been particularly gregarious as a living human, she was confounded to 

realize that she never appeared alone in her dreams. There was always a crowd, a party, and she 

its epicenter, sometimes the coquette, others the one that was excluded, yet the attention never 

diverted from her presence. Her personality changed as a diamond is turned on its side for all 

facts to be seen, shifting in the light, catering to a new group with every twist and shine. She was 

an alternate at every rotation; she clicked into place in every new dream, instantly involved in a 

new world, entering mid-action, always radiant, and even in the melancholy dreams she found 

the glitter and rubbed it on her face until she was  indistinguishable from the gems on her fingers.  

 Her mind was a democracy. If she reigned in one dream, in the next she stood before a 

row of endless toilets, a forgery of an Andy Warhol painting shadowing the porcelain, 

inexplicably as far-reaching as the length of a football field. Strapped in a passenger plane, she 



felt the whistling tumor of fearful acceptance in her stomach as it began to descend into the Bay 

of Pigs, until she was standing in front of the ocean, watching it from a distance, saved yet 

acutely aware of the nearness of death. Dying in her dreams was so common as to be routine; as 

she walked up an attic staircase, the house collapsed beneath her and she felt every wooden beam 

and piece of cotton candy insulation wrap itself around her, the premature coffin cushioning what 

was already a soft, painless glide into oblivion.  

When her body eventually rose up from the mortuary of her bed, she was unable to avoid 

fits of phantasmagoria that lingered from unfinished dreams. They shape-shifted across plateaus 

and river valleys, those regions that meticulously plotted the atlas of her brain, the only orderly 

space in the entirety of her annex. Undercooked figures from watercolored peripheries stalked 

across the walls; roiling oceans boiled over, soaking her bed sheets. Soon, the compunctions of 

living in a bird’s nest and the weariness of her family’s disbelieving stare lost their sharpness and 

what once felt like a deadly weapon poking into her side now became the metal caress of a butter 

knife, sterling silver and as electric as a surgeon’s scalpel, bringing no pain. Her exile was the 

stimulus for a new wave of potency, isolation being the ingredient for distilling fantasies to raw, 

plotless secretions. Image was the end - story became secondary.  

On rare pilgrimages she would drive to the liquor store. On one such sojourn, she was 

jolted when she noticed it was no longer autumn. The grey clouds and chill as cold as Catechism 

informed her that it was early winter. The wind spurred in her an antipathy that prompted her into 

taking the first action against the noisemakers, of whom she still had not witnessed by sight. 

Otherwise, daytime became the playground of her sleep and these abrupt lurches fed her dense 

nuggets of dreams, short and malnourishing. Pastel-colored claustrophobic cities by the sea were 



as unnerving as a Seuss escapade. Peppermint twist lighthouses gazed over cresting tides, 

sentinels for the storm-chasers. In one particularly fantastical sequence, she dug into a pimple on 

her face that grew to the size of a gaping well, yellowed flecks of aged epidermis falling onto her 

lap. Clawing at the wound was therapeutic; what should have hurt only caused the itch inside of 

her to be reduced to a mere bother.   

Dust settled underneath her eyes, turning the skin there a nebulous black, textured and 

plaintive. Her primary fantasy was a scenario in which she marched confidently to the neighbor’s 

front door, fist talking angrily to the bright red of their painted door, followed by every 

recrimination in her vocabulary. She fell asleep to the enchantments of direct confrontation. Her 

impotence at pursuing such actions was born out of embarrassment at her own weakness, and at 

the debilitating nature of her own neuroses. A finely crafted letter would suffice, bringing the 

noise, if not to a complete halt, then to a bearable afterthought. The diffidence of her nature and 

her forte with word choice allowed her the opportunity to write what she knew she would never 

be able to say in person. 

  She composed her magnum opus swiftly, and with a supercilious sneer at the foreigners 

enshrined in their reliquary, she chose a postage stamp emblazoned with a stylized representation 

of the American flag. The drop into the mailbox provided the creak of rusting metal-on-metal 

that she needed to hear. She stalked past the neighbors, treading serenely as if on a cirrus cloud, 

proud and self-satisfied, inflated by the self-awareness of righteousness. Surely the situation had 

resolved itself; content in this knowledge, she even imagined that these low days would soon be 

fodder for merriment in the future. It was over: the  chafed sealing of tongue on paper, tasting of 

lemony acid, cemented her theory to a certainty. The rest of the day was soundless. 



 The hush continued for two days. She would have whistled if someone had taught her 

how. She was well rested. The cadaverous pallor of her skin had leavened to a ruddy, tactile 

finish. No ominous feelings hounded her; sleep had restored her shy friendliness. Serotonin 

ravaged her and the winter tree bark made a luster of her hair tones. The sky was a trite blue and 

the asphalt was a comforting ogre of a shade. She was pleased to see such hues existing in 

nature, acting as muses for the colors in her dreams. She was incapable of creating her own 

rainbows, and every combination struck her as divinely saturated.  

 Days later, she rifled through pandering holiday catalogs, bank statements, health 

insurance bills, and fashion magazines. While standing outside, her coat dragging her posture 

downwards, she noticed a familiarity amidst the mess in her hands. She was startled to see her 

own handwriting, much in the same way she would recognize a face without immediately 

attaching a name or personal history to the figure. Her even, straight lines were, for only a half-

life of a second, not her own, but suspended in a universe of black surprise until her brain caught 

up to her eyes and she saw the words that made her tremble. She lowered herself slowly onto the 

grass. The aptness and melodrama of her physical response was lost to her; the shock  amputated 

her conductive reasoning. She ripped open the envelope just to see it ruined, knowing what was 

inside, but needing to see it anyway. Upon confirmation, she began plowing her knees with her 

fists, kneading the bone, tears following, so fast that she didn’t realize she was crying until her 

arid mouth welcomed the moisture. 

 An agony of the grandest pitch sent her into the house, rattling paintings, shaking loose 

the very studs that kept the structure standing. Wire artwork vibrated; vases with felt flowers 

crashed to the floor; her hair grew fifteen inches and her nails fell out, each one dropping to the 



floor one at a time with shallow, feminine clicks. Collapsing, her stomach begging for attention, 

she began to convulse. It was not over, had never been over. She let the strength of it glaze over 

her until her eyelids facilitated her escape. And there she stayed, for hours, missing her shift at 

work, missing the official change of seasons, missing the deadening of naïve blue to stern navy 

in the sky and the ritualistic, habitual outpouring of stars. Missing an entire twenty-four hour 

period, she slept without ear plugs, without interruption, without care. Only the most 

breathtaking of visions came to her: dubious memories intertwined with new formations, the past 

of her childhood reflected in a mirror coated with powdered Xanax, fairy dust, and granulated 

sugar. Locations from her vault of recollections appeared as distorted reverberations, diminutive 

in scope but quixotic in substance. Context was in shambles. Magical epiphanies were there, if 

only she could access them. These visions were swift and ran across her brain, playing hide-and-

seek, look-and-find, search-and-seizure. She wanted to stay, stay, stay. 

 Repercussions hit her the next morning like a hangover. Forced apologies, hasty 

regurgitations of overdrawn politeness, and she had explained her way out of work and family, 

responsibility and commitment, values representing actions that she no longer followed. Her 

return to the physical world brought with it the sick realization of the neighbor’s steroid-

enhanced ferocity. Demons had moved in, empowering the children with ungodly vocal chords 

and powers of prestidigitation, casting clouds of maroon chalk over the complex, obscuring 

everything but the noise. 

 A mob of hearts pumped their blood through the floorboards and plaster, fitting the 

liquids from vein to capillary. A tributary leaked from her nose. The futile handle of a mop, 

applied to the ceiling in an effort to alert the neighbors of her displeasure, proved to be 



inadequate, as did the other devices she procured to one-up the ruckus. They were useless. She 

was useless. The music raged onwards, traveled East to West, ascending to the heavens and 

higher even, to some nothingness. It tormented her funny knee and the tips of her fingers. When 

they vibrated, so did she. Devoid of sleep, the music from above became a waking lullaby, a 

pervasive stream of consciousness. Calmed by alcohol, the burden was lessened but did not 

cease. She was aware of her own limitations, frustrated that noise could bring her so close to 

savagery. She felt her chromosomes reforming, succumbing to the neighbor’s precise 

engineering. Red vines appeared in her eyeballs; the lids drooped and dried, crispy petals caked 

in mucus. Her hair started to fall out, first in unnoticeable wisps of golden flax, then to clumps of 

hay brush, covering her pillow like the floor of a barn. 

 Calling in sick to work was a distended humiliation, one she could push away with the 

telephone. Humans became distant voices that could be manipulated by inflection. These voices, 

when unattached to their bodies, were harmless, and the guilt over malingering decreased with 

distance. Phones lines were the tentacles of grunts and sighs when once they had communicated 

emotion. When she hung up, she felt nothing and would collapse on chocolate sheets, exhausted 

from the effort of dialing ten digits.  

 It was thus that she began to cultivate this new life – not the life she wanted, but one 

forced by necessity. Staccato bridges and empty drums bruised their way into her body. Her 

corpse was just a corpse, devoid of love and meaning. Dreams emerged from their separate 

reality to join her on solid ground, embracing her and protecting her. Tintinnabulation begat the 

Tin Tin comics, the tin of a soup can, the tiny messages she received from the house above her, 

mysterious and vituperative. Days of wakefulness amassed a dark crescendo, viscous and 



molten, hovering over the bed, and she, seeking an exorcism, remained prostrate, letting it drip 

onto her skin where it smoldered before dissipating. She fell down in levels, a sinking ship 

greeting the ocean one deck after another, until she was submerged beneath ice water. She would 

welcome easily salvation in lieu of life, would easily transcend this Earth if there was something 

beyond. There was hope in dreams. She just needed to sleep, to get there. And then hope itself 

realized its humanity, and became tangible. 

 It began with light, as all things must, of apocryphal origin, immediately blinding. 

Despite its consuming makeup, visibility never diminished. The entire vista of the world around 

her stood out with the same clarity as the view from an airplane, yet the light stood steady and 

strong. She rose past the numerous classifications of cloud, vaulted by invisible flying buttresses. 

The steam and rapidly evaporating water shot into her cells with the speed of an injection, 

dividing them, and she watched microscopic pieces of her body float out of her fingers and back 

into the sky. She was immaterial and not of the flesh. She saw the world as it was, as it always 

had been, formed in front of our eyes yet completely invisible in its ever-shifting design. 

Information disseminated as if it was in the very quality of the air she thought she was breathing. 

Tunnels formed thick and thin faster than she could count, but the knowledge was still there. A 

diaphanous mass hovered with her, benevolent, made of every kind word, good deed, and 

selfless act. She longed to see a humanoid form that she recognized, but knew instinctively that it 

would be her undoing. These tunnels could only be filled so deeply. Had she a pen, every word 

would have failed her. Language was created by humans, and none  could give a proper voice to 

this; she heard in English but felt the ideas carve their own way into her limbs, permanently 

structuring themselves to her, creating new base pairs from the substance she languished in, an 



embryo in a jar of formaldehyde, waiting for deliverance. She ascended and descended, some 

other entity shifting the levers in her brain and the joints in her appendages, willing her to 

understand. The baby-sized cities were designed like microchips, cohesive parts in a collective 

illusion of unity. The banes of existence became rational, justified. This was just one stage, one 

very small part in one massive, uninterrupted existence. The singularity of her situation did not 

make it less probable; conversely, her unique position allowed her the perspective of all, to feel 

the lows and the highs of humanity in conjunction with her own. The hardships did not matter, 

nor the ecstasies. The entire world became clear, clearer than a fossil or a cocktail. As clouds 

gave way to an opaque substance, a fluorescent beam barred her way. She accepted it without the 

incredulity that she harbored in waking life. This was reserved for only the highest caliber of 

soul; if she became one of those souls, she could reach just slightly further. She was not yet dead, 

but she yearned to be; yearned for the complete, full truth, to have the enigmas, the confusing 

distractions of her dreams not only explained, but validated. Sniffing out more, she strained 

forward but was gently pushed back. She was in telophase.  

 Slowly she rolled over, pillow to cheek, cheek to hand. Her eyes opened, and she was in 

bed. Disappointment and tranquility crashed in confusing patterns across the ceiling, tremulous, 

unfurling across the walls, heading straight for her shimmering forehead. As a man sees a ghost, 

so rationality cannot be fused with the memory of eyesight. The sorest gift had been bestowed 

upon her. Once given, never returned. The remembrance of infinite wisdom could not be 

distanced so easily, nor did she want it to be. Sweat fused her to the sheets, leaving the outline of 

her body to rest there in her absence. As she floated back to the straining symphony of reality, a 



familiar burning hit her through the orange foam of her ubiquitous ear plugs, swimming to 

assault her organs; police with batons and fierce grimaces raped her with glee.  

 A great cacophony opened its barbed arms to her, seizing its plunder with a deafening 

clamor. The sound waves were the jumper cables, she the car; she rushed back to life, shaking, 

oxygen rippling and creating bulging hollow pockets underneath her skin. Red rolled into her 

eyes; she tore them out and threw them against the crying infrastructure of her room. Her 

breathing was the only sign of consciousness. Her stillness was as faulted as a vegetable’s. She 

could not move; the clanging rendered her sedate. She had been sterilized and left in the rain, 

which came down in torrents that turned to gas when the drops met matter. Her body, heavy as 

ever, levitated, obeying a force that controlled the very space she occupied. Artwork tumbled 

from their nails and books shrugged off their shelves. An angry numbness ripped open her wrists; 

all desires and appetites waned as the music rolled boulders and threw stones, shattering the glass 

of the window. Her heart and lungs worked too fast for a body at rest; her lips pulled back from 

her skull, gums wet, pink, virginal. They contorted to show her teeth as a sob mangled her bone 

structure. Hands over ears, a bellow from the belfry of her throat shot up and landed, bat-like, on 

the edge of her tongue. Breath was taken from her with a scythe and she felt now as she did as a 

child: helpless and completely removed from choice and identity. No one came to help her; no 

one had a terminal condolence. Solitude swept her into a corner, where she rested her face on the 

chilled surface of the Western wall. Curled up, back to the world, she closed her eyes so tightly 

that lightning zig-zagged over her. The farther she ran, the louder the music became; she 

followed migrating birds, nomads dressed in furs, the shuffling herds of cattle and still there was 

no reprieve. She sobbed and laughed at the absurdity, even as saliva coated the inside of her 



mouth so thickly as to make speech impossible. Laughs gave way to coughs and she felt the 

tightness in her chest that preceded vomiting. Her last meal – days ago – reappeared when before 

she had just managed to produce stomach acid. She was an animal, throwing up any place, as 

nature intended, as carpeting resisted. It spoiled her nightgown and burned her nose, hot sauce 

trickling down the back of her throat. Stains emerged; days passed. Her family denied her 

existence. She acted likewise. Hers was not a life lived properly, in a corner, a deadly angle 

where only the lowliest of bugs are trapped. She slept lucidly, reality and fiction concomitant 

only tangentially; each broke off into sides, and then met in the middle again; the Mitosis sent 

her into spasms of hurried growth. Her legs gained three inches; her arms, two. She would 

overtake the apartment, and that of the neighbor’s, soon. Her posture slackened and as 

unemployment and homelessness loomed in front of her, she collapsed to a gloomy sleep.  

 Ears protesting, she woke to silence. She stood slowly, brittle legs supporting her for 

mere moments, empty stomach churning, until she fell to the floor, and back to sleep. 

 Morpheus untangled the knots in her hair, erasing the anxieties and wrinkles so firmly 

held that the collagen had mutated into octogenarian worms resting just underneath the head 

bone. She rested in a chasm so deep that to overcome it would be a miracle large enough to be 

told as myth. Earth was now shallow and effortlessly traversable; walking on water and clay was 

as simple as uttering a noun. Sun settings and risings were super-glued to the sky with ease, and 

as each day was conquered, the noise ceased that much more.  

The morning the noise finally stopped, she did not notice because she was asleep. 

Relaxation filled her marrow to capacity; calorie and idea burned off her in droves. Nightmares 

clung to her skin, odorless. She had dreamt of drowning vividly, causing her legs to numb. 



Enervation’s clammy paw had disappeared and she climbed out of the bed, stretching her 

muscles as far as the horizon. Polaris still glimmered faintly in the new dawn; the combined 

forces of moon and sun fought for dominance of the sky as they both hovered separately, without 

submitting, each turning deep lavender to impress upon the world their majesty. Neither had 

won, but each permitted a limbo, and she accepted this middle ground with relief. Hers was an 

issue of uniting selves, of reconciling emotions she felt as a character in her dreams, and the 

lesser but real feelings displayed while she was awake. It wasn’t her heart that was breaking, but 

she nevertheless felt as if she had lost something. If wakefulness was the truest state, how then to 

explain away the anger and passion of a thousand lives lived, eyes dodging underneath slippery 

lids, inert? How was it possible to be two people, three people, four people, when reality told her 

she could only be one? There was a war inside of her, outside of her, fought without her consent, 

as conflicts always will be, and, as ever, the winner: inconclusive, nonexistent.   

Standing in front of the window, the frost dissolved unevenly to show her the stage over 

which she now presided. It was mid-winter. Time straddled between late night and early 

morning. Optimism crept up her spine yet dared not name itself for fear of spoiling its presence. 

She was fully present, happily drowsy from her long siesta. Opening the window made her eyes 

tear up from the breeze that rushed inside. She waited for the sun to claim its rightful throne in 

the sky, if only for a little while. Dew shriveled to create fat, gooey lines that ran down the side 

of a sparkling moving truck, parked unobtrusively outside, its ribbed ramp facilitating the 

movement of itchy cardboard boxes. But whether someone was moving in or out, its bearing on 

her life ahead did not matter. The day was fast approaching. Sometimes, fire is able to conquer 

water.


